Abstract-In this paper, a survey is being conducted on the investigation of a four-class taxonomy related to security robots that appeared over the past three decades. The survey emphasizes on state-of-the-art mobile technologies that have been developed for crime-fighting robots, capable of crafting critical situations with confrontation strategies. Throughout this investigation, 60 projects are being examined with respect to faculties and sensor apparatus being used. A statistical analysis, which is carried on the historical developments of the most attractive frameworks, reveals the popularity of the four security robot categories and their chronological progress over the past 30 years. The categories being evaluated regard teleoperated, distributed, surveillance, and law-enforcement robot architectures. In the survey, an attempt is made to explain the importance of intelligent methodologies, and their emergent effects in security tasks. The major findings of this analysis illustrate the minor contribution of intelligent architectures in crime-fighting robots, and what constitutes an intelligent security robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE investigation of security robots embodied with intelligent architectures to fight crime has gained a lot of interest by various educational institutes and organizations [1] - [15] . Research in this area has been addressed with the implementation of surveillance systems and mobile robots, used as guards in exhibition areas, as military weapons in war fields, as well as to rescue survivors in disaster areas. Our survey, as previously shown in [16] , focuses on the study of mobile robots embodied with autonomous capabilities to recognize or fight crime, by both assessing criminal patterns and confronting emergent situations. Such patterns consider the recognition of anomalies (intruder detection), as well as the disposal of explosives or fires. In order to elicit the functional characteristics from such surveillance and crime-fighting robots, the analysis accounts a number of security-related robot categories mentioned in Section II. Furthermore, we mine the architectural traits throughout several relevant projects.
For decades, autonomous mobile robots have been utilized as surveillance and crime-fighting agents for barrier assessments, intruder detection, building virtual terrains or maps, neutralizing explosives, and recognizing abnormal human behaviors. Such robots have been designed with the ability to counter threats, limit risks to personnel, and reduce manpower requirements in hazardous environments [17] . In this fashion, security robots work as security mobile agents dedicated to protecting properties, valuable objects, and human beings. However, apart from the fact that such robots can provide significant cost savings, if we consider the immense personnel costs, they can never replace a human security professional. Besides that, they are becoming a staple of the security industry as markets started utilizing manpower toward state-of-the-art technology [15] , [18] . The prime objective that we address in this survey lies on what defines an intelligent security robot (ISR) , and what are the subsequent characteristics that make a security robot intelligent. To address those issues, we stipulate the parameters needed so that to characterize a security robot as "intelligent." Thence, a fundamental and prerequisite element for such robots is to pursue the perception-to-action cycle, which is composed of two parameters. The perception parameter incorporates the robot's realization of its environment, dynamically occurring events, and the acquisition of features via a ground-truth fashion. The action parameter, on the other hand, involves decision making and actions taken by the robot in an autonomous fashion. The methodologies that are employed to construct the perception-toaction cycle must be inspired from artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), or probability theory and reasoning. Thus, any security robot that fulfills the requirements of the perception-to-action cycle can be characterized as an ISR.
On this basis, our motivation focuses on the discovery of ISRs that come from several different categories, accounting robots with teleoperated interfaces, as well as robots with autonomous behaviors for crime prevention and confrontation. In addition, we mine the architectural characteristics, associated applications, and faculties employed by ISRs to carry out securityrelated missionary scenarios. What essentially motivated our interests to investigate ISRs was that neither of the previous surveys covered various security robot categories altogether, nor made a comparison on intelligent security architectures. To be more specific, previous surveys in the field we investigate have been done by Fong and Thorpe [5] , surveying vehicle teleoperated interfaces, and Lichiardopol [19] , who showed teleoperated surveillance and patrol robots. A more complete research was carried out by Nguyen and Bott [20] , demonstrating remotecontrolled robots for military operations and law-enforcement surveillance. From those surveys, what is missing is a comparison on the whole, and a rigorous analysis on whether ISRs exist, which security robot categories endorse them, and what kind of crime-fighting confrontation scenarios can deal with.
In our analysis, we pursue a multiclass comparison over 60 frameworks, by keeping statistics of the functional attributes of security robots belonging to different categories. Primarily, we elicit the architectural characteristics and the applications of each framework, and, then, we categorize them into four classes. Thereafter, the frameworks with similar characteristics included to a certain class can be compared with the frameworks of other classes so that to mine the differences, and reveal which security robots fulfill the perception-to-action cycle that qualifies them as ISRs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents analytically a four-class taxonomy, with respect to teleoperated, distributed, surveillance, and law-enforcement security robots. In addition, some of the core security robot applications are further discussed. Section III demonstrates the statistics derived from the taxonomy such as the most significant frameworks, the chronological developments, and the faculties and sensors utilized for over 60 security robot projects. A thorough discussion is being made in Section IV on the evaluation of ISRs, as well as several open issues and questions are pointed out. Finally, Section V summarizes the survey's work as seen in this paper.
II. TAXONOMY OF SECURITY ROBOT CASES
The definition of an ISR along with the most relevant applications are both determinant factors for this investigation. They provide a more complete illustration of what an ISR is, what faculties are accommodated, and what kind of applications can be addressed. Hence, from the composition of those factors, as well as from a vast number of security robot projects presented in this section, we categorize security robots (intelligent or not) according to their functional characteristics. A concrete analysis that is related to a four-class taxonomy presented in this section demonstrates a number of cases for each distinctive category. The cases cover 60 security-related frameworks that have been implemented over the past three decades, and from which it is determined whether intelligent architectures and methodologies were introduced significantly by security robots.
There is a variety of security robots, which accommodate similar functionality characteristics, that can be grouped together. We distinguish four principal classes, which have been evolved over the past decades. These deal with robots that can monitor, survey, alarm, or fight crime, coming from the following classes: 1) Teleoperated robots, 2) Distributed robots, 3) Surveillance robots, and 4) Law-enforcement robots (LERs).
A. Teleoperated Security Robots
This class encompasses remote-controlled robots that use the operator's perception. However, their dependence on a human operator makes them very attractive for many security applications such as bomb disposal, fire extinguishing, and hostage retrieval. Teleoperated robots became famous from various police and army applications.
Remote control has been used widely in many different areas of robotics, and it was also one of the first tactics that has been adopted by many security-based organizations. The intension of developing such vehicles, by means of replacing a human soldier, was to minimize human casualties. National forces and security services, such as the U.S. army, utilized first remote control robots for bomb neutralization, long-distance patrols, and remote-controlled missiles. Later on, the police have adopted the idea of using remote-controlled robots in which presently such robots are being considered as "crew members." Teleoperated security robots are deployed by those services for law-enforcement applications, remote surveillance, and hostage retrieval indoor and outdoor, in urban and rural environments. Table I presents nine of the most popular robot projects in teleoperated security.
B. Distributed Security Robots
The distributed class is a blend of several different categories of network and multiagent robots, including distributed and ubiquitous 1 architectures. These architectures implement robots with autonomous capabilities, which, however, depend on their team members or on a global network in order to take decisions. Their perception and action faculties are normally identical for all the members. Superior faculties appear only by a master robot if any, which plans a scenario and distributes the result (decision) to the slave members for execution.
Collective intelligence has always been a cognitive artifact where agents with distributed characteristics share knowledge in order to carry out a mission. As in many research fields of robotics, the security domain showed particular interest in such methodologies where cooperated robots utilize collective behaviors for information acquisition and assistance, contributing toward the accomplishment of a task. Distributed security robots have been used extensively in surveillance, monitoring, and intruder identification tasks.
A very famous branch of distributed robotics is referred to the ubiquitous robots. Ubiquitous security architectures and network robots integrate mobile vehicles, sensors, communication links, and mobile devices in an intelligent and cooperative manner [21] to monitor or guard indoor or outdoor locations. The architectures accommodate ubiquitous designs that interface the perception part (networked sensors) with the action part (scenario planning) accomplished by mobile robots. From these designs, a single or multiple robots communicate through the ubiquitous network aiming toward the completion of a mission. The network sensor technology used nowadays includes environmental sensors, marker-based sensors, and charge-coupled device cameras. Apart from the advanced autonomy provided by such architectures, the human factor plays a vital role in taking superior decisions when critical events come into the foreground. Ubiquitous security interfaces intend to merge stateof-the-art network technology, combining static sensors with mobile platforms to fight crime.
In this section, we examine both conventional distributed robots and specialized distributed architectures with respect to ubiquitous robots. Table II lists some of the distributed and ubiquitous robot projects that have been found in the literature.
C. Surveillance Security Robots
The surveillance class regards single autonomous robots, which take decisions according to a rule base. The rule base instructs them to alarm a remote personnel when abnormal activity is being perceived within a surveyed area; such activity normally regards the presence of an intruder. This class pursues the operational cycle search-identify-alarm. Design issues regarding this class of robots cover the following characteristics: cognition (planning and decision making), perception (environmental sensing and reconnaissance), action (mobility and manipulation), and human-robot interaction (user interface and feedback display).
Part of the remote control robots has been replaced by surveillance security robots. Over the past decades, enhanced technology provided sophisticated sensors as well as computers which could manage to process a quite vast number of information. Thereby, autonomous mobile robots with surveillance capabilities came into the foreground, and was used in real-world applications such as intruder detection, guarding sensitive or highly important areas, and for the acquisition of biometrical statistics. In the surveillance security domain, there are numerous commercial robots, which have been developed from private organizations and institutions exhibiting unique faculties. The development purpose of such robots was more application-oriented, rather than focusing on idealized research accomplishments and scientific contributions.
The notion of mobile surveillance was inspired by the reluctant need of surveillance systems to be present at every edge of the surveilling environment. Since it is not practical to provide surveillance cameras or sensor-triggered systems in every possible environmental corner, mobile surveillance offered by robot guards solved this problem, by utilizing mobile robots that interface a small number of autonomous behaviors in collaboration with a user commander. According to [32] , such behaviors provide coherent assessments about the robot's and the environment's state. In addition, a multithread processing undertakes to run each distinct behavior concurrently, by implementing the well-known reactive control approach. The use of basic surveillance behaviors offered to mobile surveillance not only the freedom to search the environment exhaustively for anomalies, but also the ability to interact with intruders. Table III illustrates some of those security robot applications that have been used for surveillance.
D. Law-Enforcement Robots
LERs are mostly autonomous and semiautonomous vehicles, which are deployed for crime-fighting episodes. 2 This class embodies advanced perception that elaborates high-level recognition, decision making, and scenario planning. LERs also address the issues mentioned for surveillance robots, by proficiently perceiving and interpreting human activity and behavior. This includes detecting and recognizing gestures or gates, monitoring and classifying responsive activities, and measuring the human feedback [49] . Despite the significant similarities, the fundamental difference between the surveillance and the lawenforcement class is that LERs employ versatile architectures to handle weaponry.
This category includes robots with evolved as well as inspired characteristics from the surveillance category, where some of these robots are surveillance robots with special operational faculties to fight crime. Some of the faculties related to these robots are high-level surveillance and intruder detection, utilizing biometric feature analysis, fire, smoke, and gas detection, as well as gun or weapon recognition. Historically, we have seen that crime-fighting robots, such as the ones of this category, are meant to be autonomous, whereas their deployment considers crowded or highly sensitive areas. LERs are regarded as the third-generation security robots employed with enhanced capabilities to fight crime, and, recently, have become quite popular in mobile security.
For this last category, some of the most popular LER projects have been collected and placed in Table IV .
E. Core Security Applications
Despite the fact that interaction-aware security robots seem to be far from real-life applications, researchers have focused their interests in different perspectives for the identification of anomalies and crime. A fundamental requirement in intelligent security, which has attracted a lot of attention, is the reconnaissance ability, such as automatically identifying an illegal intrusion, and keeping track of an intruder when enters a restricted area. For the implementation of such high-level surveillance, biometrics have been used as the science of identifying or verifying the identity of a person. Such characteristics emphasize on facial appearance, palm print recognition, signatures, voiceprint, and other biometrics [47] .
Some of the core applications introduced in mobile security regard cases where biometrics and behavior identification techniques play a vital role. In the following, three security applications disclose the most prominent applications.
Access Control: In some security-sensitive locations, such as military bases and central governmental units, biometric techniques are applied to create unique identities to personnel who have been authorized to get permission entrance beforehand. Similar to the analysis of Hu et al. [57] , security robots or other surveillance systems confront people who enter access-control areas, by automatically obtaining the biometric features. These features regard height, facial appearance, skin color, and other physical characteristics taken from images in real time to finally decide whether the person can have access for entry.
Person Identification: Ground truth or remote person identification, which is employed by "smart" surveillance systems, can help the police and other security services to identify suspects and suspected behaviors. Hu et al. [57] reported several security robots that hold a biometric feature database of suspects. In the literature, several robots embodied with visual surveillance systems have been placed at various crime-sensitive locations, such as subway stations, casinos, and other congested areas. The purpose was to monitor peoples abnormal behaviors by acquiring their biometrics. Such robots and other analogous surveillance systems incorporating biometrics acquisition have already been used at public sites by the police [15] and army [38] , [50] , [53] .
Anomaly Detection and Alarming: In some circumstances, it is necessary to analyze the behaviors of people and determine whether these behaviors are normal, abnormal, or criminal. For example, visual surveillance systems set in parking lots and supermarkets have been used by humans to monitor whether the behaviors captured by random individuals are being identified as abnormal. Previously, the methods utilized to alarm suspected behaviors were the following: making public announcements, signaling local/private security guards, or contacting the police [57] . Modern surveillance security use alternative methods such as security robot guards, incorporating the identification of anomalies based on different kinds of abnormal behaviors, and alarm remote personnel automatically (see Table III ).
The recognizance ability as a special faculty to identify abnormal behaviors is not the only issue to be accounted. The development of confrontation scenarios as well as alarming methodologies used to confront human abnormal behaviors is a secondary but still immensely decisive factor.
III. HISTORICAL PROGRESS AND STATISTICS
For the past three decades, numerous security robot projects came into the foreground, proposing solutions for a number of security cases, which have been confronted with several innovative architectures. The taxonomy (see Tables I-IV) depicted the most significant projects starting from the 1980s until present (2010). Each of those projects described briefly with regard to its application, the class it belongs, the architectural characteristics and methodologies used, the robotic platform (electromechanical robotic vehicle or simulated agent), and the embedded sensors.
In this section, we utilize this taxonomy to visualize the historical progress of the 60 frameworks. We also show the popularity of each category, by looking into the number of the most significant projects implemented for the past three decades. Finally, we picturize the faculties and sensor types mostly employed. Fig. 1 portrays a statistical summary of the historical progress (1998-2010) over 60 projects.
To plot the statistics in Fig. 1 , the taxonomy tables have been used in a different way so that to derive with analogous percentages that indicate the survey's overall statistics. The percentages of the pie graph in Fig. 1(a) have been estimated by converting the number of projects from each taxonomy table into a percentage value, accounting the maximum number of projects (= 60). Recall that the collected projects that appear in this survey are some of the most representative ones that have been found in the literature, as well as published in scientific journals and conference papers. The progress graphs in Fig. 1(b) have been produced by simply plotting the year of the publications included to each class. Finally, the percentages in Fig. 1(c) and (d) were estimated by converting the number of each certain faculty, or sensor used over 60 projects, into a percentile format. For this purpose, we have accounted the maximum number of faculties (=105) and sensors (=111). Notice that the values indicated on each of the graph bars [see Fig. 1(a) , (c), and (d)] sum up to 100%, denoting the percentile quantity of each item appeared in the population of projects.
A. Most Significant Frameworks
In our judgment, we believe that the security industry yet hesitates to export conscious robots for real-life applications, and the reason is underlined on the reliability of such robots to handle critical situations. More specifically, it is the utilization of AI which may result in emergent responses. Such responses are well-known phenomena in AI. When robots are employed with unconstrained learning algorithms, they can produce nondeterministic reactions. Hence, the security industry has excluded this type of intelligent robots for mass production. On the contrary, there is a vast number of commercial robots employed for security applications, with, however, marginal capabilities. These robots have been developed with standard teleoperated, semiautonomous, or surveillance architectures.
Today's security robots employ various capabilities, by utilizing intelligent as well as heuristic methodologies. Subsequently, they free man power and reduce the human presence from dangerous situations, or high sensitive areas [15] . The deployment of a fully autonomous indoor security robot has first been attempted by the Naval Postgraduate School (Monterey, CA, 1982), with the project called ROBART [35] , [58] - [60] . Moreover, National Aeronautics and Space Administration has also contributed in the field by presenting innovative robotic technology for security purposes, in collaboration with the Department of Defense. Numerous other robot projects dedicated to fight crime have been developed through the "Reagan/Bush government-to-industry privatization program." One of these projects was the Mobile Detection Assessment and Response System (MDARS) [38] , [50] , [53] , which was developed for intrusion detection and inventory assessments. MDARS lawenforcement vehicles have been used indoors and outdoors, in locations such as warehouses, storage sites, and war fields, by deploying multiple agents performing random patrols. The robots were equipped with primitive capabilities such as detecting flooding, fires, or even intruders [61] . In education and research, ActivMedia [9] , [18] has been developing various types of research security robots for indoor and outdoor tasks for many years. The very first surveillance robot was the PatrolBot embedded with a number of highly accurate sensors. A series of similar commercial surveillance robots has been developed by Robowatch Technologies, Berlin, Germany, which presented the models MOSRO, OFRO, and Mini MOSRO [15] . These robots employed autonomous and semiautonomous capabilities, varying in size and indoor/outdoor deployment.
B. Chronological Developments
In this section, the four-class taxonomy is rearranged in a popularity order. The hierarchy has been formatted based on the number of projects developed over the years. In this respect, Fig. 1 was the source containing all the relevant statistics for this arrangement.
1) Surveillance Security Robots: The earliest projects, which appeared in the Surveillance category starting from 1988, appear to be 40% popular among all the categories as the pie diagram in Fig. 1(a) shows. This comes as no surprise if we consider that surveillance robot guards are the closest artificial representation of human security guards that patrol and interfere with suspects when needed. The development of surveillance robots was gradually increasing for the past three decades (1998-2009). For 21 years, researchers and developers in the field of mobile surveillance were fascinated for the development of both research platforms as well as commercial vehicles. 2) Law-Enforcement Security Robots: The second most popular frameworks are typified by the law-enforcement category. Fig. 1(b) shows that LERs appear as an augmented development for the period (1994-2010). For the past 16 years, educational institutes as well as corporations and military industries showed particular interest for the development of intelligent robots and autonomous vehicles that can fight crime. With 27% popular, as Fig. 1(a) depicts, LER is the second category (after surveillance) that has shown gradual development for the past two decades. In fact, teleoperation has been used for security applications for more than 15 years, and long before 1993. However, the first frameworks that appeared in scientific publications and magazines have been spotted in the 1990s. The popularity of this class comes up to 15% [see Fig. 1(a) ], which is the last in our chronological rank. Despite the phenomenal minority of teleoperated robots, Fig. 1(b) shows a shoot up in the number of projects starting from 1993 to 2008. Myriad of factors can be involved to the question why so less scientific contributions have been seen in this category.
To our judgment, this may involve the marginal use of innovative techniques that can be incorporated on remotecontrolled vehicles. Since teleoperation regards hardwareoriented implementations, sophisticated technology with respect to versatile teleoperated peripheral devices could offer more innovative solutions.
C. Faculties and Sensors
The taxonomy tables were also useful to mine faculty, and the most prominent sensor statistics presented in the 60 projects. In Fig. 1(c) and (d) , 15 of the most common faculties and sensors, which were tracked in the taxonomy tables, were assigned with a percentage indicating the frequency of a certain faculty or a sensor device.
Use of Faculties:
The first faculty is the reconnaissance, and concerns the use of recognition methodologies such as people recognition, physiological feature extraction, kinetic behavior recognition, vandalism, and fire identification. The collaboration faculty is a combination of collective behaviors, mainly presented by the distributed security robots. Collaboration also appears in human-robot interaction interfaces, where the operator interferes to aid the completion of a missionary scenario. Such collaboration interfaces have been seen in the teleoperated category. The three following faculties, human assistance, hostage retrieval, and intruder detection, concern those functions from which a security robot interacts with humans physically or remotely. For instance, using the intruder detection faculty, the robot interacts remotely with a suspect employing verbal communication. The three next faculties, surveillance, navigation, and patrol, are being utilized to search a predefined (secured) area for anomalies. Sophisticated behaviors are also utilized in security robots for efficiency and handling purposes. The faculties, behavior deployment, neutralization, and weapon use, are driven by specialized behaviors, by making a robot capable of interacting with people and taking superior decisions as well as neutralizing explosives or biohazardous devices, and handling weapons and equipment. The last four bars in Fig. 1(c) , mapping, status facility, barrier, and inventory assessment, depict the most basic faculties that are employed in security robots and mobile vehicles.
Overall, Fig. 1(c) shows that the majority (28.6%) of the security robots utilizes intruder detection faculties, whereas surveillance methodologies are employed at 15.2%, and reconnaissance at 7.6%. These top three faculties have shown distinct characteristics, for the reason that they have cohesive properties. This means that reconnaissance is a subset of intruder detection, and intruder detection is a subset of surveillance. This interconnection pertains these three faculties as the most popular in security robots. Less frequent appears the collaboration faculty with 6.7%. Collaboration techniques reflect to the dependence or need of a security robot to a human operator, who provides empirical assessments when emergent situations are due. Facility and assessment faculties hold moderate frequency at 5.7%. The rest faculties present very low frequency (< 5%), such as the weapon use, which is normally employed by the law-enforcement category.
Use of Sensors: Perception in security tasks involves certain hardware devices, or software architecture regimes capable of capturing accurately, or mining the features of interest from a scene of emergency. From the projects appeared in the taxonomy tables, several different sensor types have been used to elicit ground-truth information. Fig. 1(d) summarizes the overall use of sensors, embedded in security robots throughout 15 sensor categories. Apparently, Video sensors with 23.4% are the most frequently used sensor types including cameras such as CCD, Web, IR, and omnidirectional ones. Cameras have been utilized due to their multiple and instantaneous image capturing, providing lucid representations of emergent scenes. This capability offers various faculties to crime-fighting robots as seen in Fig. 1(c) . The second most widely used sensors, regard the ultrasound category (13.5%). ultrasound and laser sensors (10.8%), have become widely popular in security tasks due to their twofold role: first to provide navigation, localization, and basic control feedback data, and second to be used as motion indicators, acceleration estimators, and novelty detectors. Localization and positioning sensors, such as the odometry (9.0%) and GPS (7.2%), appear to be less important for security applications. Localization and mapping as well as global positioning within surveyed areas is a secondary faculty employed by security robots; therefore, the associated sensors are not being used so frequently. Surprisingly, auditory sensors with respect to microphones and other audio devices are not as widely used as expected, but they are still of great importance for all the robot categories.
The other sensor category (9.9%) includes light (ambient and banner sensors), toxicant (smoke and gas sensors), forward looking infrared sensors, pyroelectric (passive infrared motion sensors), and microwave (motion Doppler sensors). These sensors have been spotted in the taxonomy tables not more than once or twice; thereupon, owing to their limited use, they took a place in the other category.
The rest sensor categories appear with frequency of use less than 5%. This means that their application in security tasks lied under extremely specialized parameters, wherein a limited number of projects utilized such sensors. These include motion (4.5%), infrared (3.6%), compasses and inertial (2.7%), RF, temperature, tactile, and radar (1.8%).
IV. DISCUSSION
ISRs comprise surrogated functions and faculties from all the robot categories, as the taxonomy in Section II has shown. Fig. 1(a) also revealed that the surveillance category (see Section II-C) is being recognized as the most widely spread category for the numerous applications, and the conducted research in the field of security robot guards. We have seen that the intelligent methodologies employed to handle crime-related applications emphasize greatly on the human factor, and the analysis of advanced biometric features. Additionally, ISR applications presented feature extraction methodologies that elaborate patterns for the recognition of abnormal behaviors or other anomalies. In some extent, the intelligent approaches were able to determine whether emergent episodes are critical and in what degree, and beyond such judgments, some of the robots exhibited as well confrontation strategies. Eventually, from the Law-Enforcement category (see Section II-D), we have seen robots undertaking critical scenarios, such as handling delicate equipment, for the neutralization of fires and explosive mechanisms.
A. Evaluation of Intelligent Security Robots
As has been seen from this survey heretofore, the majority of the commercial security robots and similar research frameworks use state-of-the-art hardware technologies, while modern AI and ML methodologies are almost absent. It is a fact that AI is still a subject of research, in which the industry hesitates to utilize in mobile security. AI facilitates a constantly expanding view of learning, by evolving, or even adapting facts, events, and situations. This dynamic adaptation can occasionally lead to emergent behaviors, as well as unpredictable responses or distortion to an interactive system (robot). Based on this piece of evidence, private firms are more reserved to risk exporting AI robots. To eliminate the potential that such robots may demonstrate unpredictable actions, heuristic methods are mostly preferred. As a matter of fact, far from the controversial opinions whether AI would be a potent application paradigm in intelligent security, one needs to look the comparison between heuristic and intelligent methodologies that have been used so far in security robots. From such comparison, it can be evaluated that fetching AI to this type of robots would indeed be feasible, since it can manage a wide range of unpredictable and dynamic events.
1) Comparison Between Intelligent Security Robots and Their Classes:
The learning faculty is essential for the identification of biometric physical behaviors, via visual or groundtruth information. It is also regarded as the prime perceptual skill to identify human ballistics, as shown in [49] . Intelligent perceptual skills are also essential to model or construct inclusive profiles of a suspect's behavior. Additionally, with such learning qualification, human assistance would be less interfering and instructive, as the ISR could be able to learn and recognize more accurately situations of significant importance.
In the following paragraphs, we investigate whether from the taxonomy presented in Section II, there are security robots with intelligent and versatile architectures. In addition, we demonstrate how ISRs coming from a certain class can be more efficient than some other ISRs from a different class, for the accomplishment of critical tasks.
Teleoperated: From the teleoperated class (see Section II-A), we would not apparently anticipate to see the deployment of architectures inspired from AI and ML, since the concept of teleoperation prevents the use of such methodologies. This lies to the fact that intelligent architectures are normally associated with autonomy, decision making, and learning faculties. Thus, teleoperated robots could not utilize such methods for the reason that decisions and action are taken by a remote operator.
In this survey, we have seen nine teleoperated projects, contained in Table I , along with their architectures and relevant applications. The most indicative and complete example of teleoperated robots has been shown by Fong and Thorpe [5] , who presented a survey on teleoperated interfaces. In addition, Yamauchi [23] presented the iRobot PackBot for chemical and nuclear weapon detection using advanced sensors and reconnaissance techniques.
From those projects, we saw that teleoperated security robots indeed employ versatile reconnaissance architectures for multiple purposes, while the lack of autonomy prevents them to take actions, since this part is undertaken by the operator. The marginal use of advanced perception places this type of robots into high consideration, because in this case, the perception-toaction cycle merges robot perception with "human action." It has been proven by the police, army, and other security services that their preference on the teleoperated robots can be beneficial for the low cost and efficiency.
Distributed: Do distributed security robots employ intelligent architectures? This question has been answered partially in Section II-B from which Table II introduced 11 frameworks taken from networked and ubiquitous robots. Generally speaking, distributed security robots would be the ideal solution. By deploying multiple robots with advanced collective and communication faculties, the probability of successfully completing a missionary scenario is higher compared with single robots.
Beyond conventional communication protocols that have been implemented for several teleoperated security robots, Saptharishi et al. [17] presented the CyberScout vehicles. These vehicles were employed with a collective surveillance, and reconnaissance communication architecture for advanced security. Under those capabilities, the framework satisfies the perception-to-action cycle as the perception comprises advanced vision-based classification methods, combined with autonomous surveillance. Another project for distributed surveillance, which is presented by Ryu et al. [12] , meets the conditions of the perception-to-action cycle with a teleobservation and a telepresence code division multiple access network architecture.
Comparing the distributed class with the teleoperated one, we, evidently, see the superiority of distributed security robots completing the perception-to-action cycle from many perspectives. Primarily, emphasis must be given on the sensors employed by each robot class. In the distributed category, we saw two types of sensors: 1) local sensors-acquired locally such as visual, proximity, and positioning sensors, and 2) global sensorswith respect to ubiquitous and network sensors that are accessed remotely by the robots. Conceptually, distributed robots comprise more technological advances, compared with teleoperated robots, in terms of perception and action faculties. While distributed robots have been used extensively for surveillance, some of the frameworks presented in Table II employ as well teleoperation faculties, which make them even more versatile security guards. The only comparison between the two classes is the cost difference. The setup of a distributed network, in addition to the several physical robots required to cover the surveillance needs, makes the cost of such a framework extremely high.
Surveillance: The popularity of surveillance robots along with their increasing development over the past three decades, highlighted in Fig. 1(a) and (b) (see Section III), statistically shows that there must be a number of projects that fulfill the requirements of the perception-to-action cycle. Indeed, Table III lists 24 frameworks, including many of them that fulfill the cycle [8] , [9] , [18] , [45] - [47] .
Chong and Jarvis [8] presented a simulated surveillance framework for decision planning and intruder detection. The architecture makes use of a dynamic Bayesian network with decision processes, which models the risk of the areas being observed with conditional probabilities. Despite the simulated setup, this ISR framework endorses a versatile architecture, and any further replication of this architecture applied to physical robots is assessed as plausible. Beyond the simulated ISRs, Treptow et al. and Biber et al. [9] , [18] developed surveillance robot guards based on the Peoplebot robot platform. The perception-to-action cycle is satisfied by a person/intruder identification algorithm using particle filters with simplistic elliptic models.
So far, the surveillance class illustrates a tendency to the utilization of quite sophisticated methods for identification and reconnaissance. This comes as no surprise, if we think that surveillance security robots need specialized techniques associated with the analysis of physiological attributes. However, similar person/intruder recognition architectures have been seen in the distributed class [12] , but not as peculiar and intricate as in the surveillance class. The richness of the surveillance category, producing ISRs emphasizing on the human factor, has also shown several other projects that tackle the intruder detection and confrontation scenario problems.
The reasons that surveillance robots have been preferred the most by institutions and security services vary. It is not only the relatively low cost and the numerous applications, but also the direct association of their architectures to human behaviors. Surveillance ISRs have shown unique capabilities when they interact with people. Some of those regard the extraction of features, with respect to motion and face recognition. Some others are the human-robot communication and guidance, tracking and tagging, and other intruder detection algorithms for guarding purposes (see Table III ). In addition to the advanced perception and confrontation deployment, analogous robots and robot architectures have been seen in the distributed and lawenforcement category. This fact makes the surveillance class unique and attractive to work for/with humans as the taxonomy tables have demonstrated.
Law Enforcement: As expected, the law-enforcement category includes ISRs with various capabilities; the 16 frameworks depicted in Table I revealed 12 projects that complete the perception-to-action cycle. These are the crime-fighting robots that have been used for intruder detection and confrontation, by deploying nonlethal law-enforcement faculties (ROBART III [2] - [4] , [54] , MDARS [1] , [38] , [50] - [53] ). Moreover, we have seen fire-fighting ISRs with learning and cooperative behaviors (USAF [55] , UTEternity [56] ), and the commercial ISRs MOSRO, Mini-MOSRO, OFRO, ASENDRO, and CHRYSOR, for the identification of vandalism and crime. These robots have also been used for the execution of confrontation scenarios in indoor and outdoor environments.
There are several differences between law enforcement and surveillance ISRs. Primarily, the main difference is spotted on the utilization of external nonlethal weapons by LERs, while common faculties between the two categories are the surveillance and reconnaissance. Interestingly, we saw that the fundamental difference is that LERs use more advanced confrontation scenarios, including weaponry along with specialized strategies. Despite the impressive autonomous functionalities endorsed by LERs, and the acute conflict of supremacy between the two categories (surveillance versus LERs), the teleoperated category is surprisingly the second most popular class. The comparison lies on the various teleoperation interfaces that have been used in LERs for remote control. The authors in [5] and [20] presented teleoperated robots with law-enforcement capabilities. Obviously, we can descry the superiority of LERs compared with the teleoperated class, as it fulfills the perception-to-action requirements with many autonomous capabilities.
B. Open Issues and Questions
There are several questions that arise, regarding the level of safety that ISRs can sustain, and if they can be trusted to replace humans for critical situations. Primarily, we need to address and justify the following question:Will people trust an "intelligent" security robot to keep them secure from criminals, and, how safe can they be under the protection of an ISR? Apparently, this question addresses two contradictive factors, which stipulate the necessity of issues where an ISR must be able to deal. One key factor is the design of a perceptual and cognitive architecture.
This includes answers to questions such as: "how the system is designed to develop strategies and confront situations, how the system is built from its constituent parts, and how the cognitive components can be reorganized to fulfill the objectives of a mission, which may also be dynamically changing?" [62] . Ethically correct robots are arguably the ones that posses ethical standards, and can reason between right and wrong [63] . A controversial issue arises on whether humans would trust ISRs judgment on life-and-death matters. On a reference to the Asimov's laws of robotics where "A robot may not injure humanity, or through inaction, allow humanity to come to harm" (zeroth law) [64] , there have been several scientific reports that take into serious consideration such laws occurred from science fiction. [65] . Eventually, the morality behind human actions and intentions exercised through robotics is the primary concern for unethical or unlawful robots [66] . 1) Effects of Intelligent Security Robots: Recent advances in ISRs are both illuminating and horrifying. Illuminating because they show state-of-the-art technological achievements on the creation of extremely sophisticated technologies, in their effort to mimic and replace humans in some extent. Horrifying, as they possess peculiar threats to mankind, considering that an artificially intelligent robot may turn to develop reluctant and unwanted behaviors. History shows that even the most sophisticated technologies may crash or malfunction. In the case of crime-fighting robots, such malfunction can cause communication and control problems, as well as superior logic and behavior discrepancies which may lead to unpredictable or uncontrollable responses.
Nguyen and Bott [20] , from an extensive web-based survey on LERs, have reported several drawbacks and malfunctions that experienced personnel come across when operating LERs. Some of the main problems were indicated on both hard-line control links and unreliable RF links from which remote control was hard for the operator due to communication failures. Some of the common problems mentioned are the following: 1) hard-line cable control link (an RF link is desired); 2) unreliable RF link; 3) limited range, speed, and battery life; 4) complicated controls; 5) robot arm lacking adequate degrees of freedom; 6) mobility over rough terrain (for smaller models); 7) lack of agility, difficult to control (for larger models). Analogous problems may have had negative influence on manufacturers of commercial security robots to export ISRs in the market, considering that those failures could be vitally risky for hazardous situations. On the other hand, beyond the reported drawbacks, the effects of providing intelligent crimefighting robots in the global market to work for man can be beneficial to fight crime.
Police and military security robots have been considered as life-saver partners for the past three decades, especially, for missions of critical importance such as the bomb disposal, fire fighting, and hostage retrieval. Moreover, crucial role in intelligent security has played in the surveillance robots category, which has shown the importance of autonomous guards to craft highly sensitive situations, involving the detection and confrontation of criminal episodes. Thereby, leaving intelligent robots to elaborate such delicate situations would be quite trustworthy for the capabilities they possess, the effectiveness to accomplish tasks, even reducing human casualties.
V. CONCLUSION
This survey has presented the development and applications of conventional security robots and ISRs over four distinct classes, as well as their associated technologies. Throughout this survey, various security robots have been reviewed along with their applications for the past 30 years. These projects included robots from several security-related categories such as the teleoperated, distributed, surveillance, and law enforcement. A brief statistical analysis on the basis of 60 frameworks revealed the chronological evolution of each security robot category, and showed the most significant developments. Additionally, statistical analysis was conducted on the distinct faculties from all the security robot categories. The faculty statistics showed the overall use of the sensor types utilized for control and recognition assessments.
The main applications of ISRs, which are employed with intelligent architectures, concerned the surveillance and lawenforcement categories. The surveillance class showed ISRs elaborating biometrical feature extraction of suspected behaviors, while in the law-enforcement class, neutralization and disposal of fires and explosives were mainly presented. The evolution of intelligent mobile security for the period 1988-2010, which was presented by the statistical chronological analysis in Section III, has come up to a point where ISRs can use versatile methodologies to mainly tackle the problems mentioned in these two classes. Eventually, from these classes, it can be deduced that based on such learning abilities, related mainly with reconnaissance and confrontation, an ISR can detect anomalies and predict potential risks as well as to craft confrontation scenarios.
From this survey, we found that an ISR is indeed an artificial embodied agent comprised with advanced perception, capable of taking intuitive decision, and confronting crime by utilizing versatile scenarios. The two distinct categories showed the most sophisticated ISRs, composed of state-of-the-art hardware technologies, and a repertory of intelligent methodologies with unique faculties (see Section III-C). To the survey's overall argument, what is learnt from this investigation is that security robots that employ both advanced perception and confrontation can be qualified as ISRs.
